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FALL ARBITRON HIGHLIGHTS

Fall 2001 may have been the best book ever for JRN’s Smooth Jazz.  In 86% of 
our markets we increased or maintained AQH persons 35-64 compared to one 
year ago, with a 73% score when comparing to Spring 2001.  In persons 25-54 
80% of our markets increased or maintained AQH audience compared to both 
Spring 2001 and Fall 2000.  Increasingly, women 35-64 emerges as our key 
demo, as you will see.

KJJZ, Palm Springs:  Smooth Jazz is strong in the Coachella Valley, ranking #3
in women 35-64 with a 9.9 share, and tied for #2 in middays with a 10.7!  Even 
more revealing is Arbitron’s Maximi$er, which gives 102.3 KJJZ a 24 share of 
35-64 women in households with income over $75,000!    

WDRR, Fort Myers:  In its best book to date Dream 98.5 has increased persons 
25-54 by 45% and persons 35-64 by 33% since Spring.  WDRR ties for #3 in 
evenings among both persons 35-64 (5.9) and women 35-64 (6.6).    

WLLF, Youngstown:  This was the best book yet for the Breeze 96.7, up 33% 
among persons 35-64 and up 83% with persons 25-54 since Spring.  Women 25-
54 increased 150% over Spring.  WLLF is now top five in evenings among 
women 25-54 and 35-64.    

WSBZ, Ft. Walton Beach, FL:  In the 35-64 demo The Seabreeze is now in the 
top five, among persons (up 33% since Spring), men (tied for #4) and women. 

WLGX, Wilmington, NC:  It was the best book to date for Smooth Jazz 106.7,
especially in the evening, tying for #1 at night among women 35-64 with a 10.0 
share!  WLGX tied for #3 at night in persons 25-54 (7.3) and 35-64 (8.2).  

WJZX, Charleston, SC:  In only its second book, Smooth Jazz 99.7 increased 
persons 35-64 by 50% over the Summer survey.  In neighboring Savannah, GA, 
WJZX had an impressive debut.  In evenings the station already ties for #3 with 
women 25-54 and #4 among women 35-64.

WXJZ, Gainesville, FL:  This was the best book yet for Smooth Jazz 104.9, 
which increased its persons 35-64 by 50% over both Spring 2001 and Fall 2000. 
In the evening WXJZ ties for #4 among men 35-64 with a 5.8, while covering only
one of four metro counties.



KSKX, Colorado Springs:  Over the last year Sax 105.5 has increased its 
persons 35-64 by 40%.  In neighboring Pueblo KSKX is up 33% from fall, tying 
for #4 in middays.  Persons 25-54 are up 50%.  

READY FOR SPRING?

The Spring Arbitron survey runs from March 28 through June 19.  While it is 
late, it’s not too late to make sure your product is in the best possible 
shape.  We refer you to two important articles in our August 2001 
newsletter:  “Fall Book Checklist” and “Your Station Information 
Packet.”  Both contain crucial information you should review 
immediately!

NEW CLOCKS:  Important Reminders

The new network clocks that went into effect March 4 offer the opportunity for a 
more seamless interface with the network, and more local identification of your 
station.  Here’s how to get the most out the new set-up:

Use relay 5 to un-mute network audio following the end of a local spot break.  
If your break is even slightly short, this will prevent you from picking up the end of
our fill music.  Even more importantly, it will keep you from airing the tail end of 
the network spots that you are covering in the last break of the hour.

Another important benefit of this comes when your return liner is slightly long.  
Since network audio is already back up during our 10 seconds of silence, you 
won’t clip the start of the song. Instead the end of the return liner will simply 
overlap it.       

Make local spot breaks exactly 3:30 without running over.  That way your 
last spot won’t overlap your return liner.

Make sure you are rotating all the return liner cuts we’ve provided.    Many 
times we’ve noticed stations saving time by only dubbing in some of their liners.  
Remember that we are airing these cuts more heavily since March 4.  We are 
developing more new liner material for you.  Meanwhile send us copy points we
can use to further localize your return liners.  Examples:  your station web site 
and its features, local or syndicated programming or features, any local dayparts,
even temporary events.  We’ll include these ideas in the 10-second liners we 
script.   
 
Make sure your return liners are running only at the correct time in the 
hour.  Liners introducing the 30-minute music set can only run following the 



last break of the hour.  Furthermore they shouldn’t run prior to a morning 
newscast airing at the top of the hour.

We also plan to create a separate set of return liners to run at the bottom of the 
hour (when they often air following our fill song).  So if you haven’t already, 
please determine how to run separate sets of return liners in different parts of the
hour. 
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